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MX Advisors is dedicated to providing clients with the best solutions for their Business 
Valuation and Forensic Accounting needs.  Our Expert Witness Services contribute to 
Litigation Support in a way that is fact-based and impactful, while offering the crucial insight 
and analysis needed to resolve a myriad of complex disputes.  Our team knows what to look for, 
where to look, and how to analyze and interpret the facts we find.  We know how to effectively 
explain our findings, and tell the story behind the numbers, so all parties come away with a clear 
understanding of what happened and how. 
 
As economic and market conditions change over time, so does a corporation’s value.  To that 
end, MX Advisors has the Business Valuation experience critical to providing accurate and 
thorough business appraisals for major business proceedings such as acquisition, liquidation, 
mergers or stock transactions. 
 
Our certified analysts (AICPA & NACVA) provide expert Business Valuations with a 
fundamental and solid understanding of business from the ground up.  We excel in examining 
each individual company’s complex data to arrive at a comprehensive analysis, and do so while 
upholding NACVA’s professional standards of confidentiality and objectivity.  Our attention to 
detail assists corporations to make critical business decisions facing them in a fully informed 
and confident manner.   
 
MX Advisors is also committed to uncovering a corporation’s financial condition through 
Forensic Accounting.  Over the course of an investigation, our accounting and investigative 
skills will detect and decipher transactions that may have intentionally or unintentionally affected 
your organization.  MX Advisors can implement a forensic accounting investigation to address a 
corporation’s specific needs concerning a variety of circumstances. 
 
We are accomplished in all stages of Litigation Support and Alternative Dispute Resolution.  
We have the technical capabilities and expertise necessary for testimony that is documented, 
unbiased and easy to understand. 
 
MX Advisors has Expert Witnesses who are court appointed as valuation and accounting 
experts, fiscal agents and custodians.  We understand the importance of communicating our 
findings with clarity and precision in a legal setting. 
 
Selecting the right firm for Business Valuation, Forensic Accounting and Litigation Support 
can mean the difference between a fair and equitable resolution or continued long-term pain and 
financial loss.  MX Advisors is devoted to providing transparent and credible analysis that is 
factual, objective and unbiased. Our team of professionals have the skills, knowledge and 
experience necessary to handle your challenges and carry them through to a satisfactory 
conclusion. 
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SERVICES: BUSINESS VALUATION 
 
 
Properly valuing a business requires considerable judgement and expertise. 
 
MX Advisors performs Business Valuations for a wide variety of instances and circumstances 
including: mergers, estate planning, shareholder disputes, buy/sell agreements and economic 
damages. 
 
We have the experience, knowledge and creativity to provide your company with innovative, 
accurate and timely valuation solutions. 
 
We bring many years of dedicated expertise, practical experience and professional resources to 
each valuation.  We provide calm and sensible insight, recognize and properly weigh all of the 
underlying components of value, and take into account all of the issues, facts and 
circumstances in play at the time of valuation. 
 
Our independent, objective and expert valuation services support critical business decisions in 
the areas of: 
 
Succession Planning 
Exit Planning 
Mergers and Acquisitions 
Liquidation 

Estate and Gift Planning 
Buy/Sell Agreements 
Shareholder and Partner Disputes 
Financial Due-Diligence 
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SERVICES: FORENSIC ACCOUNTING 
 
In today’s litigious business climate, the demand for Forensic Accounting/Auditing has 
become commonplace.  Corporations and attorneys rely on credentialed experts to analyze 
complex financial, tax, and accounting issues beyond their range of purview and experience.  
 
Our expert opinion is supported by transparent, credible and methodic analysis, and we present 
and address financial issues in a clear, organized and strategic manner.   
 
MX Advisors is dedicated to finding out the truth, and to root out fraud, allegations of 
misappropriations and illegal transactions within a corporation.  When a firm such as ours knows 
your goals and participates in your company’s investigation, you can be assured that controls 
are in place to secure a fair and balanced assessment. 
 
Our forensic engagements cover the areas of: 
 
Economic Damages Calculations 
Post-Acquisition Disputes 
Bankruptcy, Insolvency and Reorganization 

Securities Fraud 
Tax Fraud 
Money laundering 
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SERVICES: LITIGATION SUPPORT 
 
  
MX Advisors lend an independent and authoritative voice to financial queries, and we work in 
close collaboration with your legal counsel.  Through meticulous fact-finding and methodical 
analysis, we are able to quantify and answer all fiscal questions, and clearly document our 
findings with the clarity and precision a legal setting demands. 
 
We also have the experience necessary to help explain our findings in a clear and easy to 
understand manner for all parties involved. 
 
Our goal is to provide you with a smooth process throughout the discovery and trial phases of 
your case.  We invest the proper time, operate proactively and with the necessary flexibility to 
help your legal team achieve your goals. 
 
Our Litigation Support Services are put to use in cases that cover such issues as: 
 
Breach of Contract 
Malpractice  
Negligence 
Insurance Claims 
Fraud  
Embezzlement 
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ABOUT US 
 
 
Darrin Maddox is an experienced accounting practitioner whose firm specializes in Business 
Valuation, Forensic Accounting and Litigation Support.   
 
Mr. Maddox obtained his Degree in Accounting from the University of Nevada, Reno while 
simultaneously earning his MBA in the dual-degree program.  After starting his career with a 
small public accounting firm, he moved on to Price Waterhouse Coopers and then started his 
own private practice.  He knows what it takes to run a healthy business from the ground up and 
applies that knowledge and experience on a daily basis. 
 
For over 11 years, he has successfully combined his business experience and finesse with his 
commitment to helping individuals and companies dig through their books, to provide the 
highest quality of service to clients confronted with sudden and pressing financial issues. 
 
Mr. Maddox understands that the unexpected need for Business Valuation or Forensic 
Accounting can be a highly personal and emotional matter.  To that end, he strives to uncover 
the truth, with no secrets, in a fair and balanced manner.   
 
 

 


